Patient and staff experience have a direct impact on patient outcomes and are important measurements of the quality of healthcare provision.

How patient and staff experiences affect outcomes
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Abstract

Exploring patient and staff experiences is a new discipline but is providing key insights into the quality of care patients receive. This article explores how patient and staff experiences are measured and how this information is used to change practice.

Thinking about how patients actually experience care is fairly new, in an academic sense. Of course nurses have always done this, but patient experience only became part of our approach to quality with Lord Darzi’s Next Stage Review (Department of Health, 2008).

As a result, it is still less understood than other established dimensions of quality, such as clinical effectiveness and safety. Experiences of care are something we all inherently understand and yet may find difficult to define. One reason for this is that our workplace is so familiar to us we may forget what it feels like to patients encountering it for the first time, when they may feel frail and vulnerable.

Wolf et al (2014) define patient experience as the sum total of all interactions a patient has with the service, not just the clinical encounter. For example, whether they can find their way to the right clinic, are expected there and how they are welcomed are important factors that will influence how comfortable patients feel.

Patient involvement and good communication also affect clinical outcomes and safety (Doyle et al, 2013). If patients do not feel involved in decisions about them, they are much less likely to follow advice given. The mantra “no decision about me without me” is small but full of meaning: if people do not understand what is happening, they will be less safe and are less likely to have gained from a clinical intervention (Doyle et al, 2013). As an example, poor communication at discharge is a well-known factor of readmission.

Patients’ perspectives
We must look at our services from the patient perspective. The Friends and Family Test has helped provide valuable insights; more than 3.7 million pieces of patient feedback have been received since the FFT has been used nationally. Teams around the country have made countless improvements by reading patient comments and acting on them. For example, disturbed sleep has been reduced with the introduction of soft-closing bins, breastfeeding support has been improved for new mothers, drug rounds have been improved and visiting times extended. Some of these may seem small but every experience counts to patients – a point also highlighted in the #hellomynameis… campaign (Box 1).

Vulnerable patients
We need to take extra care to understand the experiences of our most vulnerable patients. Perhaps this is what is most unique about the NHS approach to patient experience: while colleagues in the US have been inspired to emulate the customer service standards of brands such as Disney and Starbucks, the NHS has sought to improve the lives of its most vulnerable patients, for example children, frail older people, those with dementia, learning

In this article...
- Why patient and staff experience matters
- How patient and staff views are measured
- How these measures can be used to change practice

5 key points
1 Exploring patient and staff experiences is a relatively new approach to quality improvement
2 Patient experience is the sum total of all interactions a patient has with the service
3 Patient involvement and good communication make a difference to clinical outcomes
4 The Friends and Family Test has helped provide valuable insights
5 Staff experience is the best predictor of patient experience

Take care to understand the experience of those patients who are vulnerable
Aspiring for service excellence is a worthwhile ambition. This is a driver behind the most inspiring patient experience campaign of recent years.

#hellomynameis is a campaign by Kate Granger, a doctor who is terminally ill with cancer. During a hospital stay she observed that many staff looking after her did not introduce themselves before delivering care. Supported and encouraged by her husband, Kate started a campaign to encourage and remind healthcare staff about the importance of introductions in the delivery of care, believing it to be about making a human connection, beginning a therapeutic relationship and building trust.

She appeals for us all to introduce ourselves and explain our role when we meet patients. Just say, “Hello, my name is…”. Compassion stems from the connections we make between people, and introducing yourself is the first step in that journey. But introducing yourself is only one of a number of things that should always happen.

UCLA Health, an American healthcare provider, has devised the CICARE programme (pronounced “See i care”). This encourages staff to use a patient’s preferred name, ask if they have questions, provide answers and say, when leaving, what will happen next or when they will return. tinyurl.com/CICARE

Many managers lack confidence when responding to concerns relating to stress or mental health, so work is under way to help resolve this gap. NHS staff sick leave continues to fall but could be further reduced if wellbeing became a prominent feature in more organisations’ business plans.

Recruiting the right staff

There is an effort to recruit people who have positive and appropriate values into NHS roles. This spans everything from outreach into schools to developing a single framework for employers and universities. NHS Employers, NHS England, Health Education England, Local Education and Training Boards and others are all involved in fairly new and ambitious schemes to help the NHS recruit the right people. NHS Employers is working with HEE to deliver training packages that help trusts to seek the right values in job interviews. The two organisations are also working together to provide good-practice guides, mapping tools and a checklist.

Conclusion

We interact with patients, colleagues or managers a thousand times a day at work and we have an opportunity to create better experiences for everyone through each of these moments. We cannot make the NHS more compassionate simply by asking nurses to comply with initiatives or programmes, but we can if we work with nurses’ motivation to make the quality of care as good as it can be, especially for those who need it most.
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For more on this topic go online…

Implementing the Friends and Family Test

Bit.ly/NFTFriendsFamilyTest
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